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“The wardens climbed into their truck, ready to leave. ‘You’ll need
about seven cords of firewood. Concentrate on that. You’ll have to get
it all in before the snow grounds your truck.’ “Though I didn’t want to
ask, it seemed important. ‘What’s a cord?’”
So begins Pete Fromm’s seven winter months alone in a tent in the
Selway-Bitterroot wilderness guarding salmon eggs. After blundering
into this forbidding errand as a college lark, Fromm gradually comes
face to face with the blunt realities of life as a contemporary mountain
man. Brutal cold, isolation, and fearful risks balance against the
satisfaction of living a unique existence in modern America.
This award winning narrative is a gripping story of adventure, a
rousing tale of self-sufficiency, and a modern day Walden. From either
perspective, Fromm lives up to his reputation as one of the west’s
strongest new voices. This wonderful read won the Pacific Northwest
Booksellers Association, “Book of the Year” Award in 1994.
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PETE FROMM is a record setting five time winner of the
Pacific Northwest Booksellers Literary Award for his novels
IF NOT FOR THIS, AS COOL AS I AM and HOW ALL THIS
STARTED, a story collection, DRY RAIN, and the memoir,
INDIAN CREEK CHRONICLES. AS COOL AS I AM is also
a feature film starring Claire Danes. Pete is the author of
four other short story collections and has published over two
hundred stories in magazines.

“Each reader will come away from reading this book with a favorite
scene that he or she will remember forever.”
RICK BASS
“Pete Fromm is a powerful, lucid writer.“

JESS WALTER

• A classic of the American West, this book has never been
out of print and sold over 150 000 copies in the USA.
• A best-seller in France, with over 40 000 copies sold.
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